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Led lamp Beam-the new generation, now
the power of lamps 6, 8 and 10 watts.
Led lamp Beam-the new generation now power of lamps 6, 8 and 10 watts. Increased light output
through the glass of a special shape. Led lighting Beam-4x8 LED ceiling Armstrong high intensity
4250 LM. Electrical engineering and Automation one of the leading enterprises in Russia engaged in
the development manufacture and supply of led lamps Beam. Lamps Beam-specially created for the
needs of housing and communal services housing and is designed for General illumination domestic
subsidiary areas entrances stairwells corridors crossings Elevator lobbies vestibules garage shop
warehouse and other premises and also for illumination of escape routes in the security and ﬁre alarm
systems standby or emergency lighting. Led lighting Beam-equipped with various types of sensors
which respond to movement, light and noise and can operate in standby mode which allows further
save energy. Lamps operate from the mains voltage 220 volts Led lamp Beam-4x8 LED Led lamps
operating from 122436 volt Our managers will be happy to answer your questions related to the ledBeam-calculates the cost of hardware with discounts indicate the delivery period of the equipment to
the customer will calculate energy savings but will also provide you a quotation. Electrical engineering
and Automation one of the leading enterprises in Russia engaged in the development manufacture
and supply of equipment since 1995. Today our factory is the supplier of more than 500 companies
operating throughout the Russian Federation and in CIS countries. The plant has consistently
supported the quality of products and improving customer service policies. We invite to cooperation
the trading house of Assembly organizations as well as management companies and other
organizations working in the sphere of housing and communal services housing and communal
services. Our company values its reputation and values its
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